Feedforward Construction of the Receptive Field and Orientation Selectivity of Visual Neurons in the Pigeon

How the receptive field (RF) of visual cells is formed and how to explain the orientation selectivity have been intensely studied and debated. Here we provided direct electrophysiological evidence by single-unit recording and electrophysiological mapping that the elongated excitatory RF of a visual cell in the pigeon nucleus isthmi is constructed from aligned circular excitatory RFs of tectal cells, whereas its inhibitory RF originates from intranuclear inhibitory circuits. The orientation selectivity of an isthmic cell is mainly determined by its excitatory RF and sharply tuned by its inhibitory RF. Retrograde tracing showed that the tectal cells converging onto an isthmic cell are arranged in a narrow dorsoventral column in the tectum. According to the retinotopic map on the tectum, the excitatory RFs of these tectal cells are aligned in a line orthogonal to the horizontal meridian of the visual field in agreement with the result obtained by electrophysiological mapping.
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Introduction

Hubel and Wiesel (1962) proposed that the elongated receptive field (RF) of a simple cortical cell is constructed from aligned concentric RFs of afferents from the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and this elongated RF underlies the orientation selectivity of cortical cells. This feedforward model has been supported by several subsequent studies. The finding that the RFs of LGN afferents are aligned with the preferred orientation of the cortical region they target was demonstrated by Chapman and others (1991) at the level of a cortical column and by Reid and Alonso (1995) at the level of a single cell. Ferster and others (1996) showed that the convergence of thalamic inputs was enough to explain the orientation selectivity of cortical cells. However, these studies were unable to provide direct electrophysiological and anatomical evidence whether these LGN cells would converge onto a single cortical cell probably because of anatomical and physiological complexities of the geniculocortical system in mammals.

The tecto-isthmic system in birds may be a good model for directly showing feedforward convergence of RFs and neuronal mechanisms underlying the orientation selectivity of visual cells for 2 reasons. First, the tectofugal and the thalamofugal pathways in birds are 2 parallel pathways from the retina to the telencephalon, which are homologous to the colliculo-pulvinar-cortical and geniculocortical pathways in mammals, respectively (Karten 1969; Shimizu and Bowers 1999). However, the most important for visual tasks is the tectofugal pathway in nonmammals such as pigeons, whereas it is the thalamofugal pathway in mammals. In addition, the optic tectum in the tectofugal pathway has reciprocal connections with the midbrain nucleus isthmus (NI), which is homologous to the parabigeminal nucleus that is reciprocally connected with the superior colliculus in mammals. The avian NI is divided into 2 independent subnuclei, the nucleus isthmi pars magnocellularis (Imc) and the nucleus isthmi pars parvocellularis (Ipc), both of which are visual centers (see Wang 2003). Surprisingly, the RF organization in the tecto-isthmic system is quite similar to that in the geniculocortical system (Fig. 1). Like LGN cells, tectal cells possess a round or oval RF consisting of concentric excitatory (ERF) and inhibitory (IRF) receptive fields (Jassik-Gerschenfeld and Guichard 1972; Frost and others 1981; Gu and others 2000); isthmic cells are similar to cortical cells in having an elongated RF (Wang and Frost 1991; Wang and others 1995). These suggest that the elongated RF of an isthmic cell may be constructed from aligned tectal RFs, and this elongated RF may underlie the orientation selectivity of isthmic cells. Second, there is plenty of knowledge available about retinal representation on the tectum and topographical projections between the tectum and NI, both of which are easily accessible for electrodes (McGill and others 1966; Bilge 1971; Hunt and Künzle 1976; Güntürkün and Remy 1990; Wang and Frost 1991; Gu and others 2000; Wang and others 2000, 2004, 2006). In addition, we are able to precisely map RF on the screen and manipulate tectal and isthmic cells (Wang and others 2000; Yang and others 2002; Wu and others 2005).

Therefore, the present study was undertaken by using single-unit recording, computer mapping, and anatomical tracing techniques in order to provide direct physiological and anatomical evidence for the feedforward model of RFs and explore the neuronal mechanisms underlying the orientation selectivity of visual cells.

Materials and Methods

Forty-two pigeons (Columba livia) were used in physiological and anatomical studies following the guidelines regarding the care and use of animals established by the Society for Neuroscience. In physiological studies, each of 29 pigeons was anesthetized with urethane (20%, 1 ml/100 g body weight) and then placed in a stereotaxic apparatus. The left tectum was surgically exposed, and the overlying dura mater was excised. The right eye was kept open and the left covered. A screen of 130 degrees vertical \(\times\) 140 degrees horizontal was placed tangential to and 40 cm away from the viewing eye. A pigeon normally holds its head with the bill angled down 34 degrees relative to the horizontal meridian of the visual field (Erichsen and others 1989), whereas this angle is 72 degrees when the pigeon is stereotaxically fixed, the horizontal meridian was thus rotated counterclockwise from the pigeon’s view by 38 degrees (Britto and others 1990; Fu and others 1998) to meet the normal angle between the horizontal meridian and the pigeon’s bill (Fig. 2).

Three types of visual stimuli were generated by a computer with graphics-card (TI-4600, MicroStar) and back-projected with a projector (PG-M20X, Sharp) on the screen: 1) A black square of 1-4 degrees was...
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram shows the similarities of feedforward visual pathways in birds and mammals. The thalamofugal and tectofugal pathways are 2 parallel pathways from the retina to the telencephalon in the pigeon, which are homologous to the geniculocortical and colliculo-pulvinar-cortical pathways in the cat, respectively. The accessory optic system in both species is also similar but not detailed for brevity. Side by side IRF (black) and ERF (white) (a) exist in cortical and isthmic cells, whereas concentric IRF and ERF (b) exist in visual cells in LGN and tectum. nPB, the parabigeminal nucleus; and others see text. The pathways are drawn based on Karten (1969), Shimizu and Bowers (1999), and Reiner and others (2004).

moved at 20–40 degrees/s randomly along a series of parallel paths covering the whole screen to map the ERF and IRF of tectal or isthmic cells (Wang and others 2000; Yang and others 2002; Wu and others 2005). They were color coded (Fig. 2) and thus were encompassed by an equal-color line (i.e., equal-rate line) with the Magic Wand Tool of the software Adobe Photoshop (Version 7.0, Adobe Systems Inc, San Jose, CA). Because the variability in the spontaneous rate of 10 isthmic neurons in 5 pigeons recorded over 20 s was 14 ± 2%, we used a criterion of 20% change in firing rate to represent an index of change. Thus, the equal-rate line of 20% higher and lower than the spontaneous rate encompassed an ERF and IRF, respectively. The areal size of ERF and IRF was used for recording neuronal activity and marking electrode tip sites. A 2-barreled pipette was also used, the recording barrel of which was filled as above and the other was filled with lidocaine hydrochloride (2%) or bicuculline methiodide (Sigma Chemical Co, St. Louis, MO, 20 mM, pH 3.5) and connected to a pneumatic picopump (PV800, Medical Systems Corp, Greenvale, NY) or a microiontophoresis unit for drug application (Wang and others 2000). Spatial overlap of a tectal RF with an isthmic RF was a precondition for examining effect of tectal blockade on the isthmic cell. Therefore, an isthmic RF was mapped with single-barreled pipette, and then a tectal cell was recorded with the recording barrel of 2-barreled pipette whose RF overlapped the isthmic RF. To examine whether tectal RFs would converge onto an isthmic RF, lidocaine as a sodium-channel blocker was sequentially pressure injected (50–100 nl) to block activity of several tectal cells with RFs overlapping the isthmic RF one after another. If tecto-isthmic feedforward convergence exists, the isthmic RF would be locally deleted in those areas that corresponded topographically to RFs of tectal cells whose activity was blocked. To explore where an isthmic IRF may originate from, the RF of an isthmic cell was mapped with 2-barreled pipette, and then bicuculline as an antagonist to γ-aminobutyric acid A (GABA_A) receptors was iontophotographically applied by current (50–100 nA) to remove GABAergic inputs to this isthmic cell. Changes in the IFR extents and inhibitory strength of this cell were determined. Tectal and isthmic cells were isolated according to the pigeon’s brain atlas (Karten and Hodos 1967). Neuronal spikes were analyzed by averaging firing rates accumulated in 4–6 repeats with the computer. Because firing rates evoked by identical stimuli were different from cell to cell, they were normalized by the firing ratio = f2/f1, where f2 and f1 were the maximal firing rate and a submaximal rate. These ratios were used to plot statistical diagrams for a group of cells. In some experiments, the recording sites were marked with dye iontophotographically deposited by negative current pulses of 10–20 μA in intensity and 0.5 s in duration at 1 Hz for 10–15 min (Gu and others 2001; Cao and others 2004).

In anatomical studies, each of 13 pigeons was anesthetized with ketamine hydrochloride (5%, 0.25 ml/100 g) and then placed in a stereotactic apparatus. The left tectum was exposed, and the overlying dura mater was excised. A 2-barreled pipette, one barrel of which was filled with 2 M sodium acetate for recording visual activity and the other was filled with fluorescent Fluoro-Ruby (4% in saline, Molecular Probes, Eugene) for retrograde tracing, was stereotaxically advanced into Ipc to find a visual cell where Fluoro-Ruby was iontophotographically applied with positive current pulses (5 μA in intensity, 0.5 s in duration, 1 Hz, 10 min) (Varoqueaux and Poulain 1994; Qu and others 1996; Vercelli and others 2000). After 3–5 days’ survival, the pigeon was anesthetized with urethane (20%, 2 ml/100 g) and transcardially perfused with a saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. The brain was removed from the skull, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 6–12 h, and soaked in 30% sucrose solution in a refrigerator overnight. Coronal or oblique sections perpendicular to the horizontal axis adopted by Hamdi and Whitteridge (1954) were cut on a freezing microtome at 60 μm thickness. Alternating sections were collected for observation with a fluorescence microscope (Olympus-IX 71, 530–560 nm) or counterstained with cresyl violet for localizing the tracer injection sites and the labeled tectal cells with a microscope. The topographic distribution of labeled cells in the tectum was reconstructed with the software MicroCcd (Version 3.14, Diffraction Ltd, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) and Adobe Photoshop (Version 7.0, Adobe Systems Inc).

Results

The RF organization of 68 isthmic and 44 tectal neurons was computer mapped and color coded with ERF in red and IRF in blue. Fifty-eight visual cells recorded in the magnocellular subnucleus of NI, Ipc, were all characterized by an elongated ERF that was flanked by side IRF subfields. Their ERF were oriented perpendicular to the horizontal meridian of the visual field rotated by 38 degrees, with an average size of 78.2 ± 15.9 degrees in length and 12.2 ± 3.4 degrees in width, and their IRF were irregular in shape and much larger than ERF (Fig. 2). For comparison, 10 visual cells were recorded from the parvocellular subnucleus of NI, Ipc, and they all had a round...
ERF with an average size of 10.4 ± 1.7 degrees. Similarly, 44 tectal cells examined also had a small round ERF surrounded by a large IRF that was usually determined by double stimuli (see the Methods) due to no or weak spontaneous activity in these cells. The average size of tectal ERF was 8.8 ± 1.5 degrees.

It is interesting to note that RF organization of Imc cells and tectal cells is respectively comparable with that of simple cortical cells and LGN cells in mammals, and this remarkable similarity thus encouraged us to directly examine whether aligned tectal RFs could converge onto an isthmic RF with reversible blockade. The RF of an Imc cell was mapped with the computer, and then a tectal cell was isolated whose ERF overlapped the isthmic ERF. Blockade of tectal activity by lidocaine resulted in complete deletion of an area in the isthmic ERF that corresponded topographically to and was much larger than the tectal ERF in the visual field. However, the isthmic IRF was not affected by tectal blockade. In additional experiments, we recorded 10 tectal cells whose ERF were located within areas where the IRF of 5 isthmic cells were mapped. Lidocaine blockade (100 nl) of these tectal cells did not change the isthmic IRF.
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**Figure 2.** An elongated isthmic ERF (red) is converged from aligned circular ERF of tectal cells. It is orthogonal to the horizontal meridian of the visual field rotated by 38 degrees (n-t line) during recording and flanked by IRF subfields (A, blue). The ERF of a tectal cell overlapping the isthmic ERF was mapped, and then its recording site was blocked by lidocaine, which deleted an area in the isthmic ERF corresponding to the tectal ERF (B-1, C-1). Similarly, ERF of tectal cells 2 and 3 was sequentially mapped, and their recording sites were blocked (B-2, 3), resulting in separate deletions in the isthmic ERF (D-2, E-3). The deletions recovered 10 min after blockade (F). Dashed circles symbolize tectal IRF that could not be mapped due to low spontaneity. Letters n, t, d, and v represent nasal, temporal, dorsal, and ventral, respectively. Scales: 0-160 spikes/s in (A, C-F) and 0-80 spikes/s in (B), bar = 20 degrees.

These deleted areas in the isthmic ERF were recovered 10 min after blockade. Figure 3 shows the relationship between spatial locations of ERF of 44 tectal cells in the visual field and those of 44 deleted areas in ERF of 21 isthmic cells during blockade of tectal activity, with one isthmic ERF being examined for blockade of 1–5 tectal cells. If the location of tectal ERF centers and that of the deleted area centers in the isthmic ERF were described by \( r \) and \( \theta \) in polar coordinates, where \( r \) is the radial distance from the visual field center and \( \theta \) is the counterclockwise angle from the horizontal meridian of the visual field, the relationship between both locations was fitted by a linear function \( x = y \), showing that ERF of tectal cells blocked by lidocaine nicely corresponded to the deleted areas of the isthmic ERF induced by tectal blockade. These data strongly support our hypothesis that the ERF of an Imc cell is constructed by feedforward convergence of numerous tectal ERF.

However, the isthmic IRF was not changed in its inhibitory strength and areal size during blockade of tectal activity (Fig. 2C–F). For example, the inhibitory ratio of IRF in 5 Imc cells was 0.97 ± 0.04 as control and 0.99 ± 0.01 during tectal blockade, and these 2 values were not different (paired t-tests, \( P = 0.45 \)). The IRF size of these cells obtained during tectal blockade was...
98 ± 7% of control value, and statistical analysis did not show significant difference between the control and experimental values (P = 0.59). The finding that the inhibitory strength and size of an isthmic IRF were not affected by tectal blockade suggested that the isthmic IRF may stem from local circuits intrinsic to Imc.

We thus examined this suggestion by iontophoretically applying bicuculline as a GABAergic antagonist in the site where an Imc cell was isolated whose RF was computer mapped. As shown in Figure 4A-C, IRF of this Imc cell was completely abolished during bicuculline application within Imc, whereas its ERF was unchanged by this antagonist. Figure 4D shows statistical data obtained from 15 Imc cells whose inhibitory inputs were removed by bicuculline applied at currents of 50–100 nA. Their average inhibitory ratios were 0.93 before, 0.20 during, and 0.91 after bicuculline application. It appeared that the inhibitory strength of these cells was significantly reduced even at a lower dosage of bicuculline, indicating that inhibitory inputs to Imc cells predominantly, if not exclusively, originate within the nucleus.

The elongated ERF of isthmic cells predicted that these cells might be orientation selective. We examined the directional selectivity by moving a square in 8 directions spaced by 45 degrees and found that these cells were sensitive to motion in the temporonasal, dorsoventral, and ventrodorsal directions in the visual field rotated by 38 degrees during recording (Fig. 5A,B). The orientation selectivity is usually examined by moving a bar in the directions orthogonal to its own long axis. However, the orientation selectivity measured this way would confound the directional selectivity. Because the isthmic cells were

![Figure 3](image-url). Relationship between the locations of 44 tectal ERF and those of 44 deleted areas in the isthmic ERF. The center locations of tectal ERF and those of deleted areas are described by r and θ in polar coordinates, where r is the radial distance from the visual field center and θ is the counterclockwise angle from the horizontal meridian of the visual field; the clockwise angle is described by negative values. Linear relationship shows that tectal ERF well correspond to the deleted areas of isthmic ERF induced by tectal blockade.

![Figure 4](image-url). The IRF subfields of an isthmic cell are generated in intranuclear inhibitory circuits. The RF of an isthmic cell is composed of an ERF (red) and 2 IRF subfields (blue) (A). Inhibitory subfields were completely deleted during bicuculline application within Imc (B, 100 nA) and recovered 2 min after (C). In (D) are statistical data of 15 isthmic cells showing that their inhibitory ratio was significantly reduced during bicuculline. The horizontal meridian (dashed line) of the visual field was rotated by 38 degrees during recording (n-t line). Abbreviations see Figure 2. Scales: 0–160 spikes/s, bar = 20 degrees.
sensitive to directional motion, we thus measured the orientation selectivity by moving a bar in the sensitive directions with its orientation relative to the longitudinal axis (0 degree) of ERF changing in steps of 22.5 degrees. The orientation-tuning curves of an Imc cell were almost identical for the 3 sensitive directions (Fig. 5C). The orientation-tuning curve fitted by a Gaussian function of 10 isthmic cells was shown in Figure 5D, whose firing rates were collected for 3 sensitive directions and 9 orientations in each direction. Its half-width at half-height was 14.5 degrees, indicating that the orientation selectivity of Imc cells was sharply tuned. It appeared that this orientation selectivity stems from the elongated ERF and side by side IRF subfields. Figure 6A shows the orientation-tuning curves of an Imc cell before, during, and after application of bicuculline within Imc, indicating that the tuning curve was considerably widened, and the maximal firing rate shifted away from 0 degree in the presence of bicuculline. Statistical data of 5 Imc cells were depicted in Figure 6B. The half-width at half-height of orientation-tuning curves before bicuculline was 16.7 degrees, whereas this half-width during bicuculline was 49.4 degrees. In other words, the half-width at half-height was increased by 196% after removal of GABAergic inputs to Imc cells. In all these

---

**Figure 5.** Isthmic cells are selective for the direction of motion and orientation of visual stimuli. Directional tuning diagram of an isthmic cell (A) and statistical histograms of 10 isthmic cells (B) show directional selectivity of isthmic cells for motion in the temporonasal (t-n), dorsoventral (d-v), and ventrodorsal (v-d) directions in the visual field whose horizontal meridian was rotated by 38 degrees during recording. The stimulus was moved at 30 degrees/s in 8 directions spaced by 45 degrees, error bars = standard deviation. In (C) are the orientation-tuning curves of an isthmic cell responding to a bar (2 x 30 degrees) moved at 30 degrees/s in 3 sensitive directions. Three repeats are averaged. In (D) is the orientation-tuning curve fitted by a Gaussian function of average firing rate ratio in 10 isthmic cells whose firing rates were collected for 3 sensitive directions and 9 orientations as shown by oriented bars. Each of the columns contains 30 data points (10 cells x 3 directions).

---

**Figure 6.** The orientation tuning of isthmic cells is sharpened by intranuclear inhibition. The orientation-tuning curve of an isthmic cell was considerably widened during bicuculline (100 nA) (A). Statistical data of 5 isthmic cells obtained before, during, and after bicuculline show that half-width at half-height of tuning curves was changed from 16.7 degrees as control to 49.4 degrees during bicuculline. Although the maximal responses occurred to 0 degree orientation during bicuculline (arrows), Gaussian-fitted curves peak at an orientation tilted from 0 degree due to asymmetrical responses of isthmic cells to symmetrical changes in stimulus orientation.
electrophysiological experiments, the recording sites of 22 Imc cells were marked with pontamine skyblue, and all of them were localized within the nucleus.

We then attempted to find the anatomical substrate underlying convergence of tectal RFs onto an isthmic RF by microiontophoretic administration of Fluoro-Ruby as a retrograde tracer into the site where an isthmic cell was isolated. Ninety tectal cells on average (from 52 to 130) were labeled per pigeon, and they were bipolar cells located in tectal layers 10–11, with an axon issuing from apical dendrite and then turning toward the deep tectum to give a shepherd’s crook appearance (Fig. 7). To explore how these labeled cells were distributed in the tectum, the number of sections with labeled cells per pigeon and the tectal thickness occupied by one labeled cell were compared between coronal and oblique cutting methods. Coronal sections were cut in 5 pigeons, demonstrating that the labeled cells were scattered in 40 tectal sections ranging from 35 to 48 sections. On the other hand, oblique sections were cut in additional 8 pigeons, which were perpendicular to the horizontal axis adopted by Hamdi and Whitteridge (1954), showing that the labeled cells were concentrated in 9 tectal sections ranging from 6 to 13 sections. Furthermore, the tectal thickness occupied by one labeled cell was also quite different between coronal and oblique cutting methods. This value was 30.5 ± 8.3 μm for coronal sections, whereas it was 6.2 ± 0.8 μm for oblique sections. Because all the injections were made with identical current parameters and the brains were cut at the same thickness, these differences in the number of sections with labeled cells and in the tectal thickness occupied by one labeled cell indicated that the tectal cells converging onto an isthmic cell were concentrated in a dorsoventral column that was perpendicular to the horizontal axis adopted by Hamdi and Whitteridge (1954) (Figs 8 and 9). Tectal cells in this column arrange their RFs perpendicular to the horizontal meridian according to the retinotopic map on the tectum (Hamdi and Whitteridge 1954), and, therefore, the RF of an isthmic cell receiving tectal afferents was elongated and perpendicular to the horizontal meridian of the visual field.

Discussion

The present study provided direct electrophysiological evidence that a group of tectal ERF is converged to construct an isthmic ERF in the pigeon as suggested by Hubel and Wiesel (1962) for the geniculocortical system in the cat. Our data showed that blockade of tectal cells with ERF overlapping an isthmic ERF deleted those areas in the isthmic ERF that corresponded topographically to the tectal ERF in the visual field. Because some tectal cells projecting to the isthmic cell were concurrently blocked in the tectal site where lidocaine was applied, the deleted area in the isthmic ERF was thus much larger than the tectal ERF in size. Though the spread of the lidocaine blockade within the tectum could not be measured because we did not have the technical tools to record multunit activity within short distances from the center of the lidocaine injection, our results provided an indirect control indicating that the lidocaine spread was so limited that the inactivated area should be very small because only a restricted portion of the isthmic ERF was deleted with tectal blockade. Meanwhile, the isthmic IRF was not changed by tectal blockade even in cases when we injected lidocaine to inactivate the tectal cells whose ERF were located within the isthmic IRF. It is possible that inhibitory neurons within Imc are more densely interconnected than excitatory neurons and/or receive more convergent input from the tectum.

On the other hand, bicuculline applied to an isthmic cell could completely remove the isthmic IRF. It was natural to predict that the ERF extent of this cell would be more or less expanded after removal of the isthmic IRF, but it was not the case. It may imply that excitatory input from many tectal cells in a dorsoventral column to an isthmic cell is much more powerful than inhibitory input from some isthmic cells/interneurons, so that blockade of the inhibitory input could not show observable changes in the extent of the isthmic ERF (Fig. 9). Even though bicuculline may enhance the activity level of the isthmic cell which may in turn raise tectal activity, the changes in tectal activity might be unable to affect the isthmic cell in a feedback way, likely due to heterotopic projections between the Imc to tectum (Wang and others 2004). Tectal cells send excitatory but not inhibitory inputs to the isthmic cell (Wang 2003), and the isthmic cells and/or interneurons providing inhibitory inputs to the isthmic cell receive tectal inputs from a region other than the tectal site being blocked.

Therefore, the orientation selectivity of an isthmic cell may also originate both from the tectum and from Imc. The present study showed that the elongated ERF of an isthmic cell is

Figure 7. Morphology and location of a tectal neuron labeled by fluorescent dye applied in Imc. This radial bipolar cell in tectal layer 10 issues an axon from its apical dendrite, and the axon gives a shepherd’s crook appearance (arrow). A rectangle frame in (A) is enlarged in inset (a) showing the cellular morphology in detail. Tectal lamination in (A) is determined according to neighboring Nissl-stained section (B). Numerals at the right indicate 1–13 of 15 tectal layers. Bar = 100 μm in (A) and (B), 50 μm in (a).
responsible for a major proportion of the orientation selectivity of the isthmic cell because a bar oriented parallel to the preferred orientation of the isthmic ERF evoked maximal responses in all cases. On the other hand, the isthmic IRF could sharpen the orientation tuning of the cell. After the IRF was totally removed by bicuculline, the orientation selectivity of Imc cells largely remained, but the orientation-tuning curves were considerably widened, and Gaussian-fitted curves shifted their peaks away from 0 degree because of asymmetrical responses of these cells to symmetrical orientation changes of the bar due to their asymmetrical inhibitory subfields. In normal conditions, a horizontal or oblique bar activates simultaneously ERF and IRF, and the excitation from ERF is strongly suppressed by the inhibition from large IRF. When IRF is inactivated, the isthmic cell responds to the horizontal or oblique bar although this response is weaker than the response to a vertical bar. This is exactly what we found in our results. In fact, the functional role of intracortical inhibition for the orientation selectivity of cortical cells is a matter of debate. Ferster and Miller (2000) found that the selectivity of cortical cells for stimulus orientation remained after inhibitory input was blocked, indicating that excitatory inputs are sufficient to generate the orientation selectivity in cortical cells (Nelso and others 1994). However, some other experiments showed that GABAergic antagonists

Figure 8. Topographic distribution of tectal cells labeled by dye injected in Imc. Fifty-seven cells were distributed in tectal layers 10–11 in sections (A–C) that were cut along vertical lines a–c to the horizontal line d (D). Fluorescent photograph (E) shows a dye deposit in Imc (arrow), and it is localized according to neighboring Nissl-stained section (F). Distribution of labeled tectal cells topographically corresponded to the injected sites with identical symbols (I). Retinal quadrants (I) project topographically to the optic tectum (G, OT). Cer, cerebellum; Tel, telencephalon; V, ventricle; others see text Figure 2. Numerals with arrows indicate 1–13 of 15 tectal layers. Scale bars: 1 mm in (A–C), 2 mm in (D), and 100 μm in (E), (F). Panels (D), (G), and (I) are based on Hamdi and Whitteridge (1954) and Karten and Hodos (1967).

Figure 9. Schematic drawings show neural connections between neurons in the tectum (blue), Imc (red), and Ipc (green). The tectum is reciprocally connected with both Imc and Ipc. However, projections between the tectum and Ipc are point-to-point topographically organized, whereas those between the tectum and Imc are area-to-area topographically organized. Some of Imc cells project to Ipc with widely distributed axonal branches. An Imc cell may inhibit others directly or via interneurons. Numerals indicate 10–13 of 15 tectal layers. Based on Tömöl and Németh (1998), Wang and others (2004, 2006), Tömöl and others (2006), and the present results.
applied to cortical cells resulted in their equal responses to a bar at any orientation, indicating that intracortical inhibition plays an essential role in generating the orientation selectivity of cortical cells (Tsumoto and others 1979; Sillito and others 1980; Vidyasagar and others 1996).

These physiological results are supported by anatomical studies showing that the tectal cells projecting to an Ipc cell are located in a dorsoventral column perpendicular to the horizontal axis adopted by Hamdi and Whitteridge (1954) (Figs 8 and 9). Because visual cells in the dorsal tectum have their ERF in the dorsal visual field, whereas those in the ventral tectum have ERF in the ventral visual field (Bilge 1971; Clarke and Whitteridge 1976; Gu and others 2000), dorsoventral distribution of the tectal cells projecting to an Ipc cell predicts that the isthmic ERF should be elongated. According to the retinal representation of the visual field on the optic tectum (Hamdi and Whitteridge 1954; McGill and others 1966), the isthmic ERF must be oriented perpendicular to the horizontal meridian of the visual field. The present study combined electrophysiological and anatomical experiments to clearly show that the elongated ERF of an Ipc cell is constructed from aligned circular tectal ERF and responsible for most of orientation selectivity and that intranuclear inhibitory circuits are responsible for sharpening the orientation tuning of the Ipc cell. It appears that the Hubel–Wiesel feedforward model of RFs is also held for the visual system in nonmammals such as birds.
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